Among the increasing number of academic, industry, and governmental profiling systems that evaluate and compare hospitals, U.S. News & World Report’s annual issue of “America’s Best Hospitals” for specialty and overall care is one of the most well known. The 50 ranked institutions for “Heart and Heart Surgery” are identified based on 3 equally weighted measures: in-hospital mortality rates for a wide range of cardiovascular conditions, reputation among surveyed cardiologists, and hospital infrastructure. The rankings’ widespread influence is evidenced by a circulation that exceeds more than 2 million copies1 and more than 200,000 Google search results for Web sites containing information on or references to designated hospitals. General awareness is also aided in part by hospitals that frequently highlight ranking information in consumer advertising.2

Despite their prominent role in the public arena, the ability of the U.S. News & World Report rankings to identify hospitals with excellent survival rates for common cardiovascular conditions is not known. The ultimate results of a hospitalization are what matters most to patients. As such, mortality rates for routine, high-risk conditions represent a meaningful measure of hospital performance that complements information obtained from current process measures.3-4 In fact, the assessment of the process of care and infrastructure is relevant only to the extent that it relates to outcomes.2 Thus, a comprehensive hospital profiling system should classify each institution by the results achieved. Although the U.S. News & World Report rankings are partly based on mortality measures, to our knowledge, validation of the magazine’s approach has not been published in the peer review literature. In addition, that approach does not comply with standards set by the American Heart Association.6 A newly validated mortality risk model, endorsed by the National Quality Improvement Center for Health Care Providers and Physician Organizations, now allows a review of cases that are not coded for potential risk factors and seeks to incorporate information from all patients, not just those with the highest risk.7
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Forum,7 provides the opportunity to profile hospitals on risk-standardized 30-day mortality rates (RSMRs) after an acute myocardial infarction (AMI).7 An AMI is an ideal condition with which to evaluate hospital performance for any institution that provides cardiovascular care because it is a common and life-threatening condition with guideline-based interventions that improve survival rates. Therefore, performance in the care of patients with AMI should be excellent in any hospital that is rated as a top cardiac center.

For this study, we employed this validated model to determine whether hospitals ranked by U.S. News & World Report have a lower mortality rate in the treatment of AMI than nonranked hospitals (hospitals not included in the U.S. News & World Report list for 2003).8 That is, does each U.S. News & World Report–ranked hospital perform better than nonranked hospitals on a validated mortality measure? Similarly, are there nonranked hospitals that perform well compared with ranked hospitals?

**PATIENT SAMPLE AND CHARACTERISTICS**

The sample included Medicare patients older than 65 years with a principal discharge diagnosis of AMI from January 1, 2003, to December 31, 2003 (codes 410.00-410.91, excluding 410.02; International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification15). Data were obtained from Medicare Provider Analysis and Review files16 that included patient variable information (Table 1), principal discharge and secondary diagnosis codes, and procedure codes for each hospitalization for Medicare patients enrolled in the fee-for-service plan.7

To measure patient variables, additional data were obtained from diagnosis codes obtained 12 months before the index admission from Medicare Part A and B data. Patients transferred from one facility to another were included if their principal discharge diagnosis was AMI at both hospitals. For included transferred patients, both hospitalizations were linked into a single episode of care with outcomes attributed to the first hospital, with comorbid conditions selected from the first hospitalization only to avoid misclassifying complications as comorbid conditions during the linked episode of care.

Patients discharged alive, not against medical advice, and after less than 1 day were excluded because these patients were unlikely to have experienced AMI. Because the regression model incorporates utilization information 12 months before the index hospitalization, only patients enrolled in the Medicare fee-for-service plan for at least 1 year were included.

**OUTCOME AND RISK-ADJUSTMENT VARIABLES**

The primary outcome was a hospital-specific RSMR, incorporating mortality data for patients dying from any cause within 30 days following the index admission date for patients with a principal discharge diagnosis AMI. We obtained mortality information from Medicare Enrollment files by linking unique patient identifiers. The patient variables used in risk-adjustment included demographic, cardiovascular, and comorbidity variables (Table 1).

**STATISTICAL ANALYSIS**

We compared baseline characteristics of patients by hospital type using the χ² test for categorical variables and analysis of variance for continuous variables. Observed in-hospital and 30-day mortality rates for patients with AMI were calculated and compared between the 2 hospital groups. We used hierarchical generalized linear models to calculate hospital-specific RSMRs, accounting for patient characteristics and within- and between-hospital variances.15 The RSMRs, which essentially transform the mortality ratios to rates, were calculated for each hospital.

We calculated standardized mortality ratios (SMRs) for ranked hospitals. An SMR greater than 1 indicates that the hospital had higher than expected mortality, and an SMR less than 1 indicates lower than expected mortality. For each hospital, a bootstrapping model was used to produce 1000 hierarchical generalized linear model iterations to generate a 95% confidence interval (CI) of the SMR. We identified hospitals with an SMR significantly less than 1.0 (defined by a 95% CI with an upper limit less than 1.0) and then cross-classified hospitals by this new variable and whether U.S. News & World Report ranked the hospital. We then calculated the relative risk of having a significantly lower SMR for nonranked vs ranked hospitals. In a subgroup analysis, we restricted our comparison to nonranked hospitals that were either teaching hospitals or had on-site CABG facilities. We then recalculated the relative risk of having a significantly lower SMR.
for the subset of nonranked teaching and CABG hospitals vs ranked hospitals.

To compare individual hospital performance between ranked and nonranked hospitals nationwide, we categorized each hospital based on RSMR into 1 of 3 groups (an RSMR lower than the 25th percentile, an RSMR in the 25th to 75th percentiles, or an RSMR higher than the 75th percentile). We calculated the numbers of ranked and nonranked hospitals within the 3 categories of hospitals. We conducted the analyses using SAS statistical software (version 8.02; SAS Institute Inc, Cary, North Carolina).

## RESULTS

### CHARACTERISTICS OF PATIENTS AND HOSPITALS

A total of 268,569 patients were treated in the 3,863 hospitals studied. Compared with patients admitted to nonranked hospitals (n = 38,131), patients (n = 13,662) admitted to ranked institutions (n = 50) were similar in age, male-female ratio, and prevalence of many comorbidities (Table 1). Patients admitted to ranked hospitals were more likely to have a secondary diagnosis of hypertension (60.4% vs 49.8%, \(P < .001\)), unstable angina (17.3% vs 12.4%, \(P < .001\)), and AMI (17.0% vs 14.7%, \(P < .001\)). The 254,907 patients admitted to nonranked hospitals were more likely to have a history of CABG (7.1% vs 5.8%, \(P < .001\)).

All ranked institutions were, by definition, affiliated with teaching institutions and had on-site facilities for CABG. Among the nonranked hospitals, 22.7% were affiliated with teaching institutions and had on-site facilities for CABG. The mean (SD) volume of patients treated at ranked hospitals was larger than that for nonranked hospitals (273.2 [24.2] vs 66.9 [1.3]).

### MORTALITY

The mean observed in-hospital mortality rate was significantly lower in ranked vs nonranked hospitals (10.6% vs 12.2%, \(P < .001\)). Similarly, 30-day mortality rates were significantly lower in ranked vs nonranked hospitals.
(14.4% vs 18.0%, P<.001) (Table 1). After adjustment for patient characteristics, mean RSMRs (Table 2) were significantly lower in ranked vs nonranked hospitals (16.0% vs 17.9%, P<.001). However, the RSMR varied widely for both groups, ranging from 11.4% to 20.0% for ranked hospitals vs 13.1% to 23.3% for nonranked hospitals. For ranked hospitals, the 25th to 75th percentile RSMR range was 17.2% to 18.6%. For nonranked hospitals, the 25th to 75th percentile range was 17.0% to 18.7%. The distributions are represented in a side-by-side comparison, with the nonranked hospital range expressed by deciles (Figure 1).
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**Figure 1.** Decile distribution of nonranked hospitals vs ranked hospitals by risk-standardized mortality rates. The horizontal bar contained in the boxes indicates decile mean, lower and upper box bars define the respective 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively, and error bars define the entire range except when black dots are used to represent outliers.

The SMRs for ranked hospitals revealed 11 institutions (22%) with SMRs significantly lower than the average expected mortality for all nonranked and ranked hospitals (defined by a 95% CI with an upper limit excluding 1.0). Of the remaining ranked hospitals, 29 had an SMR less than 1.0 and 10 had an SMR greater than 1.0, but the 95% CI for these comparisons included 1.0. The mean (SE) SMR for ranked hospitals was 16.0% (1.9%) vs 17.6% (1.7%) for nonranked teaching or CABG hospitals (P<.001).

When all ranked and nonranked hospitals were stratified into quartiles, 35 (70%) of the ranked hospitals were in the lowest quartile, 11 (22%) were in the middle 2 quartiles, and 4 (8%) were in the highest quartile (Table 2). The SMRs for ranked hospitals revealed 11 institutions (22%) with SMRs significantly lower than the average expected mortality for all nonranked and ranked hospitals (defined by a 95% CI with an upper limit excluding 1.0). Of the remaining ranked hospitals, 29 had an SMR less than 1.0 and 10 had an SMR greater than 1.0, but the 95% CI for these comparisons included 1.0. The mean (SE) SMR for ranked hospitals was 16.0% (1.9%) vs 17.6% (1.7%) for nonranked teaching or CABG hospitals (P<.001).
hospitals was 0.90 (0.11), with a range of 0.64 to 1.13 (Figure 2). In comparison, 28 nonranked hospitals (0.73%) had an SMR significantly less than 1.0 (defined by a 95% CI with an upper limit excluding 1.0). The resulting relative risk ratio for a nonranked hospital to have an SMR significantly less than 1.0 is 0.04 (95% CI, 0.02-0.07) compared with ranked hospitals. From the subset of nonranked teaching and CABG hospitals, 24 (1.9%) had an SMR significantly less than 1.0 (defined by a 95% CI with an upper limit excluding 1.0). The resulting risk ratio for a nonranked teaching or CABG hospital to have an SMR significantly less than 1.0 is 0.1 (95% CI, 0.05-1.73) compared with ranked hospitals.

**COMMENT**

As a group, the U.S. News & World Report top heart hospitals had significantly lower mortality rates for the care of patients with an AMI (16.0% vs 17.9%, \( P<.001 \)). In addition, when individual hospital performance was measured, ranked hospitals were much more likely than nonranked hospitals to have an SMR significantly less than 1.0 (defined by a 95% CI with an upper limit excluding 1.0). However, nonranked hospitals with SMRs significantly less than 1.0 outnumbered ranked hospitals with similar performance by nearly 3 to 1. As a result, the U.S. News & World Report ranking list does not include many hospitals that have outstanding performances for the care of patients with AMI.

The methods employed by U.S. News & World Report may explain why it does not discriminate more accurately based on AMI mortality rate. The reputation component, which accounts for one-third of the overall ranking score derived by U.S. News & World Report, is based on cardiologists’ opinions of hospitals that provide the best treatment for the most serious and difficult medical conditions. Citations by cardiologists likely favor tertiary centers with strong subspecialty care for the most critically ill patients while not necessarily reflecting the perceived care for the overwhelming majority of admissions for more common diagnoses, which in turn have a more substantial impact on overall hospital outcomes. The 10 hospitals ranked highest by U.S. News & World Report accounted for more than 75% of the aggregate reputation points for all ranked hospitals. The distribution of reputation points among these very highest ranked hospitals is relatively consistent from year to year and reflects an enduring perception among surveyed physicians for superior cardiac care at these institutions. Given the disproportionate influence of reputation, even relatively large mortality differences in this higher tier of ranked hospitals may be a less important factor in determining the overall ranking. In contrast, the lack of high reputation scores in the lower tier of ranked hospitals likely results in increased annual turnover and instability of ranking position from year to year.
Notwithstanding the effect of reputation in determining the U.S. News & World Report rankings, challenges remain in validating the other remaining measures used to evaluate hospitals. The proprietary U.S. News & World Report mortality model used to calculate hospital ranking incorporates the in-hospital mortality rates of a wide range of cardiovascular diagnoses. Unlike the 30-day time frame used in our study, in-hospital mortality does not reflect a standardized time of treatment, nor does it account for patients treated who are transferred to another facility or discharged prematurely. The cardiovascular hospital infrastructure score employs factors such as the presence of hospice facilities or imaging technology that may possess little correlation with outcomes in cardiac care. Finally, the composite score used to evaluate multiple hospital characteristics, while simplifying a vast amount of information, results in rankings that vary based on the subjective weighting of each factor. As a result, the inability of the U.S. News & World Report rankings to consistently classify hospitals based on AMI mortality rates is not entirely unexpected and is consistent with the analysis of another hospital profiling system.

The 50 hospitals ranked by U.S. News & World Report in 2003 represent slightly more than 1% of our nationwide cohort and are distributed in 18 states and the District of Columbia, with 40% of these institutions located in North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and California. In contrast, nonranked hospitals in the decile with the lowest RSMRs were distributed among 46 states. With RSMRs comparable or superior to ranked institutions, increasing awareness of these nonranked institutions could expand access to regional centers of excellence (Figure 3).

There are several issues to consider in the interpretation of this study. First, our risk-standardized model is focused on AMI mortality outcomes, in contrast to the U.S. News & World Report rankings' composite mortality rate for a wide range of cardiovascular diagnoses and cardiothoracic procedures. We focused on AMI treatment because of its prevalence and potential for improved outcomes with accepted interventions. However, certain ranked hospitals may perform disproportionately better or worse in measures outside of AMI care, which would not be reflected in our mortality model. Although it is the only mortality measure currently endorsed by the National Quality Forum, the 30-day mortality rate for AMI treatment does not capture all aspects of hospital performance for patients with cardiac disease. The advantage of 30-day mortality over in-hospital mortality is that a standardized period of assessment is being used to avoid differences based on variations in practices related to length of stay. Longer time periods may provide an interesting perspective, but the longer the follow-up the more likely that factors not related to the hospitalization may affect the outcome. Although there are other factors that should be included in a more comprehensive assessment of hospital quality, 30-day mortality can be considered as a minimum standard for identifying superior cardiac care. The
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U.S. News & World Report rankings also take into account structural or nonclinical measures, such as the presence of hospice facilities and imaging technology. The nonranked hospitals may include a relatively small number of affiliated hospitals compared with ranked institutions. U.S. News & World Report uses inclusion criteria for candidate hospitals in its list, which restricts comparison to larger teaching hospitals. As such, hospitals in our nonranked cohort may include some hospitals not evaluated by their methods. Our findings are based on data drawn from Medicare patients who are 65 years or older, and our findings may not be relevant to the care provided to younger patients in these hospitals. Nevertheless, Medicare patients typically comprise most of the patients admitted to the hospital with AMI. Our RSMR model employs Medicare data that may not reflect all of the factors contributing to the variation in mortality rates. However, the RSMR model demonstrates acceptable validity when compared with a chart-based model and has the attributes recently recommended by an expert panel.6

Our study evaluated the performance of hospitals ranked by U.S. News & World Report compared with a large nationwide sample of institutions using a validated RSMR model. The U.S. News & World Report ranking, which includes many of the nation's most prestigious hospitals, did identify a group of hospitals that was much more likely than nonranked hospitals to have superb performance on 30-day mortality after AMI. However, our study also revealed that not all ranked hospitals had outstanding performance and that many nonranked hospitals performed well. Consequently, although the U.S. News & World Report rankings provide some guidance about the performance on outcomes, they fall short of identifying all the top hospitals with respect to 30-day survival after admission for AMI and include a few hospitals that are actually in the lowest quartile of performance.
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